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Why Visualize Text?



Understanding – get the “gist” of a document 

Grouping – cluster for overview or classification 

Comparison – compare document collections, or 
inspect evolution of collection over time 

Correlation – compare patterns in text to those in 
other data, e.g., correlate with social network

Why Visualize Text?



High Dimensionality 
Where possible use text to represent text…   
… which terms are the most descriptive? 
Context & Semantics 
Provide relevant context to aid understanding. 
Show (or provide access to) the source text.  
Modeling Abstraction 
Determine your analysis task. 
Understand abstraction of your language models. 
Match analysis task with appropriate tools and models.

Text Visualization Challenges



Example: 
Health Care Reform



Background 
Initiatives by President Clinton (1993) 
Overhaul by President Obama (2009) 

What questions might you want to answer? 
What visualizations might help?

Example: Health Care Reform



Obama on Health Care, 2009



President Obama’s Health Care Speech to Congress [NY Times]

economix.blogs.nytimes.com/2009/09/09/obama-in-09-vs-clinton-in-93

Tag Clouds: Word Count



Barack Obama 2009

Bill Clinton 1993

economix.blogs.nytimes.com/2009/09/09/obama-in-09-vs-clinton-in-93



Word Tree: Word Sequences



Word Tree: Word Sequences



Many text visualizations do not represent the text 
directly. They represent the output of a language 
model (word counts, word sequences, etc.). 

Can you interpret the visualization? How well does 
it convey the properties of the model?  

Do you trust the model? How does the model 
enable us to reason about the text?

Gulfs of Evaluation



Text as Data



1D (sets and sequences) 
Temporal 
2D (maps) 
3D (shapes) 
nD (relational) 
Trees (hierarchies) 
Networks (graphs) 

Are there others? The eyes have it: A task by data type 
taxonomy for information visualization 
[Shneiderman 96]

Taxonomy of Data Types (?)



Words have meanings and relations 
Correlations: Hong Kong, Puget Sound, Bay Area 

Order: January, February, March, April, May, June 

Membership: Tennis, Running, Swimming, Hiking, Piano 

Hierarchy: Person > Applicant > Job Candidate, Submitter 

Antonyms & synonyms

Unstructured Text



WordNet: Structure, Relations



Tokenization 
Segment text into terms. 
Remove stop words?   a, an, the, of, to be 
Numbers and symbols?   #huskies, @UW, OMG!!!!!! 
Entities?   Washington State, Seattle, U.S.A

Text Processing Pipeline



Tokenization 
Segment text into terms. 
Remove stop words?   a, an, the, of, to be 
Numbers and symbols?   #huskies, @UW, OMG!!!!!! 
Entities?   Washington State, Seattle, U.S.A 

Stemming 
Group together different forms of a word. 
Porter stemmer?   visualization(s), visualize(s), visually → visual 
Lemmatization?   goes, went, gone → go

Text Processing Pipeline



Tokenization 
Segment text into terms. 
Remove stop words?   a, an, the, of, to be 
Numbers and symbols?   #huskies, @UW, OMG!!!!!! 
Entities?   Washington State, Seattle, U.S.A 

Stemming 
Group together different forms of a word. 
Porter stemmer?   visualization(s), visualize(s), visually → visual 
Lemmatization?   goes, went, gone → go 

Ordered list of terms

Text Processing Pipeline



Ignore ordering relationships within the text 

A document ≈ vector of term weights 
Each dimension corresponds to a term (10,000+) 
Each value represents the relevance, e.g., term counts 

Aggregate into a document-term matrix 
Document vector space model

Bag of Words Model



Each document is a vector of term weights 
Simplest weighting is to just count occurrences

Antony and Cleopatra Julius Caesar The Tempest Hamlet Othello Macbeth

Antony 157 73 0 0 0 0

Brutus 4 157 0 1 0 0

Caesar 232 227 0 2 1 1

Calpurnia 0 10 0 0 0 0

Cleopatra 57 0 0 0 0 0

mercy 2 0 3 5 5 1

worser 2 0 1 1 1 0

Document-Term Matrix



WordCounts [Harris '04]

http://number27.org/wordcount


Google Ngram Viewer

https://books.google.com/ngrams/graph?content=the,of,and,to,a,in,that,is,was,it,i&year_start=1800&year_end=2019&corpus=26&smoothing=3&direct_url=t1;,the;,c0;.t1;,of;,c0;.t1;,and;,c0;.t1;,to;,c0;.t1;,a;,c0;.t1;,in;,c0;.t1;,that;,c0;.t1;,is;,c0;.t1;,was;,c0;.t1;,it;,c0;.t1;,i;,c0#t1;,the;,c0;.t1;,of;,c0;.t1;,and;,c0;.t1;,to;,c0;.t1;,a;,c0;.t1;,in;,c0;.t1;,that;,c0;.t1;,is;,c0;.t1;,was;,c0;.t1;,it;,c0;.t1;,i;,c0
https://books.google.com/ngrams
https://books.google.com/ngrams/graph?content=automobile,locomotive,airplane&year_start=1800&year_end=2019&corpus=26&smoothing=3&direct_url=t1;,automobile;,c0;.t1;,locomotive;,c0;.t1;,airplane;,c0#t1;,automobile;,c0;.t1;,locomotive;,c0;.t1;,airplane;,c0


Google Ngram Viewer

https://books.google.com/ngrams/graph?content=it,he,they,she&year_start=1800&year_end=2019&corpus=26&smoothing=3&direct_url=t1;,it;,c0;.t1;,he;,c0;.t1;,they;,c0;.t1;,she;,c0#t1;,it;,c0;.t1;,he;,c0;.t1;,they;,c0;.t1;,she;,c0


Given a text, what are the 
best descriptive words?



Lexical Feature Selection [Monroe et al. '08]

Top 20 words labeled 

Visualize proportion 
relative to the word 
frequency in overall 
document collection

Democrats

Republicans



Lexical Feature Selection

Top 20 words labeled 

Log-odds-ratio 

Symmetric display 
between two parties 

Words only spoken by 
a particular party (and 
not the other party)

[Monroe et al. '08]



Lexical Feature Selection [Monroe et al. '08]

Top 20 words labeled 

Leverage word priors: 
expected distribution 
of words (across many 
Senate topics)



Typically focus on unigrams (single terms) 

Often favors frequent (TF) or rare (IDF) terms 
Not clear that these provide best description 

A “bag of words” ignores information 
Grammar / part-of-speech 
Position within document 
Recognizable entities

Limitations of Freq. Statistics



Bag of Words Model: 
Word or Tag Clouds





Strengths 
Can help with overview and initial query formation. 

Weaknesses 
Sub-optimal visual encoding (size vs. position) 
Inaccurate size encoding (long words are bigger) 
May not facilitate comparison (unstable layout) 
Term frequency may not be meaningful 
Does not show the structure of the text

Tag Clouds



Size: Perceptual Biases [Alexander et al. '18]



Size: Perceptual Biases [Alexander et al. '18]



Size: Perceptual Biases [Alexander et al. '18]



Yelp Review Spotlight [Yatani et al. '11]



Yelp Review Spotlight [Yatani et al. '11]



Understand the limitations of your language model. 
Bag of words: (1) easy to compute, (2) single words, (3) loss of order 

Select appropriate model and visualization 
Generate longer, more meaningful phrases 
Adjective-noun word pairs for reviews 
Show keyphrases within source text

Descriptive Phrases



Parallel Tag Clouds [Collins et al. '09]



Context and Structure



What is the common local context of a term?

Concordance



Context & Structure [Wattenberg et al. '08]



Recurrent themes in speech structure 

Visualization of all occurrences of "I have a dream" 
in Martin Luther King's historic speech:

Word Tree [Wattenberg et al. '08]





Concordances show local, repeated structure 
But what about other types of patterns? 

 Lexical:  <A> at <B>   
 Syntactic:  <Noun> <Verb> <Object>

Glimpses of Structure…



Look for specific linking patterns in the text: 
"A and B", "A at B", "A of B", etc. 
Could be output of regexp or parser. 

Visualize patterns in a node-link view: 
Occurrences → Node size 
Pattern position → Edge direction

Phrase Nets [van Ham et al. '09]



Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man 

X and Y



The Bible 

X begat Y



Pride & Prejudice 

X at Y



18th & 19th Century Novels 

X’s Y



X of Y



X of Y



Understand Your Analysis Task 
Visually: Word position, browsing, brush & link 
Semantically: Word sequence, hierarchy, clustering 
Both: Spatial layout reflects semantic relationships 

The Role of Interaction 
Language model supports visual analysis cycles 
Allow modifications to the model: custom patterns 
for expressing contextual or domain knowledge

Document Content



Document Collections



Label named entities in text: 
John Smith -> PERSON 
Soviet Union -> COUNTRY 
353 Serra St -> ADDRESS 
(555) 721-4312 -> PHONE NUMBER 

Entity relations: how do the entities relate? 
Simple approach: do the entities co-occur in a 
small window of text?

Named Entity Recognition



Entity Relationships [Görg et al. '07]



Theme River [Havre et al. '00]



Compute vector distance among docs 
Similarity measure can be used to cluster 

Topic modeling 
Assume documents are a mixture of topics 
Topics are (roughly) a set of co-occurring terms 
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA): reduce term matrix 
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA): statistical model

Similarity & Clustering



Stanford Dissertation Browser 

Jason Chuang, Dan Ramage, Christopher Manning, Jeffrey Heer

https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/dissertations/




Oh, the humanities!



primary 



Computer Science Music

“Word Borrowing” via Labeled LDA



Latent Space Cartography 
Visual Analysis of Vector Space Embeddings 
Yang Liu, Eunice Jun, Qisheng Li  (CSE 512, Spring ’18)

Bias?
Inadequate 

Representation?



High Dimensionality 
Where possible use text to represent text…   
… which terms are the most descriptive? 

Context & Semantics 
Provide relevant context to aid understanding. 
Show (or provide access to) the source text. 

Modeling Abstraction 
Understand abstraction of your language models. 
Match analysis task with appropriate tools and models. 
Currently: from bag-of-words to vector space embeddings

Summary


